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202,726 IDPs

June 2017

44,232

Households

9,032

(4%)

129,667

(64%)

64,027

(32%)

Displacement Locations

in sites

in host families

in rented houses

empty houses

self-constructed huts

Displacement Periods

Gender and Age Disaggregation

46%

54%

Displacement Locations

Reasons for Displacement

Natural Disasters

Socio-Political

Reasons Preventing Return

Home Destroyed and/or Damaged (31%)

Lack of Security and Access (42%)

Lack of food (16%)

Lack of Social Infrastructure or Income Generating Activities (11%)

Expectations

Local Integration (51%)

Return to Community of Origin (46%)

Information is gathered from 17 provinces through two separate processes

Full generic data from all 115 communes

Sample selection of 445 collines whereas there are 40+ Head of Households / 200+ IDPs
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